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1. Ministerial Formation vs Academic Education: “Discourses of formation emphasize a way of 

inhabiting the Christian theological tradition, which forms personality and character, 

relationships and leadership qualities, faith and spirituality, for instance, in which wisdom 

marries the pursuit of intellectual inquiry with holiness of living. By contrast academia 

emphasizes the development of knowledge and cognitive skills (evaluative, analytical, and 

critical skills) of the learner” (p. 134). 

 

Models of Connecting Theology and Education: There are various ways to conceive of 

theological education. Ballard and Pritchard have four models: “(A) an applied theory model, in 

which practice arises from theory . . . (Β) a way of critical correlation, in which contemporary 

experience and the Christian tradition enter into critical dialogue; (C) a praxis model, in which 

theory and action, in reflective dialogue, serve a prior commitment to helping God’s people; and 

(D) a habitus model, in which the Church as a distinctive and historical community foster values 

through corporate worship and shared discipleship, forming a “disposition of the heart” of 

Christians” (p. 135). 

 

Hull’s Theology of Education: This is a critical correlation model that prioritizes “critical 

openness” (p. 137). This idea moves education away from “authoritarianism” and 

“indoctrination” (ibid). It is based on the idea of personhood as rooted in autonomy of the 

individual as the “essential attribute of personhood” (ibid). Overend proposes that this view 

defines personhood based on Enlightenment assumptions in which “autonomy is prized as the 

ability to arrive at our own opinion on matters” (ibid). He believes that this is contrary to the 

Christian vision of personhood as “interdependence, or dependency on God” in which we have 

entered a faith community “which nurtures, informs and challenges the person” (ibid). 

 

2. Learning as Formation (Habitus): Overend roots the idea of formation in God’s formation of 

the physical world and human existence, as well as the Christian idea of conformity to Christ. He 

then defines formation as habitus, “It the inhabiting of a tradition of belief and meaning, which 

forms attitudes, understanding, values, and relationships. And lifestyle choices, which for the 

Christian tradition is a participation in God’s life and mission” (p. 140). He believes that there is 

a “cognitive dissonance” between models of higher education that stress the autonomy of the 

individual and formation in Christian wisdom. 

 

3. Critique of Individualistic Trends: The “values of individualism and competition” drive 

higher education models. This is evident in the emphasis on “critical ability and rational 

autonomy,” the limited ways in which group learning is assessed, increased “individual pathways 

of learning,” the culture of “market values” that create a “culture of competition for 

employability,” and “‘learner-centered’ trends in education, such as distance learning facilitated 

by online learning” (p. 142–143). This is opposed to the values of ministry formation. 

 

4. Possibility for Partnership: He suggests that if there were to be a partnership between 

churches and higher education, the church should not participate unless it can maintain a 

theological basis for personhood that is distinct from the one assumed by higher education. 


